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There are three factors that make cities work:
Quality of Talent
Quality of Place
Quality of Opportunity
And without leadership, none of these can be realized.
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Introduction
On September 16, 2010, CEOs for Cities, the City of San Jose and 1stACT Silicon Valley convened the San Jose Brain Trust, a
cross-sector group of 40-50 urban leaders who engaged in a robust discussion about the role of art and design in creating the
next generation of great American cities. The Brain Trust included local leaders as well as artists, designers and curators
visiting San Jose for the 01SJ Biennial.
After opening remarks by Carol Coletta, President & CEO of CEOs for Cities, the group was asked to answer three questions
designed to tease out the key barriers, assets and opportunities for San Jose to become a place where beauty is always present.
1. What would have to change in San Jose to make it possible for art, good design and nature to be always present?
2. What are the things that demonstrate progress toward this ambition that we can build on?
3. What are the three most important actions we need to take as a city?
Results are presented in this report.
The San Jose Brain Trust is a program of the US Initiative, a civic movement to imagine a new kind of future for urban life in
America. The US Initiative was launched in 2010 by CEOs for Cities with support from The Rockefeller Foundation and
advances the work of the CEOs for Cities network of corporations, universities, foundations and cultural institutions with a
comprehensive public engagement campaign.
Outcomes of the Miami Brain Trust will be compiled and put to use in national publications related to the project, including a
book to be published by The Rockefeller Foundation.
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Our ambition is to make beauty, in the form of art,
good design and nature, always present.
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If this ambition were realized in San Jose, what would have to change in our city to make it possible?
Vision: Short-term thinking and low expectations have prevented San Jose from forming a concept to rally around. Citizens
don’t ask for good design because they don’t expect it. An underlying lack of regional self-confidence or models and programs
that encourage citizens to imagine/envision the future means starting from scratch. San Jose needs to work through the “art is
a luxury” attitude in order to understand beauty in contemporary forms and the value of making aesthetic investments.
Communication: If beauty is to be a pervasive asset, there needs to be more outreach to people making decisions and public
recognition of its value. The stories of small changes making big impacts are not being told. Conversations about controversial
art encourage openness, which leads to beauty. Regional audiences don’t think of San Jose.
Private Sector: Silicon Valley companies are not engaged locally or investing in communities, especially with respect to great
design and beauty. The burden falls on the public sector to initiate; there is no sense of local obligation, advocacy or proactive
participation by the private sector. The entrepreneurial culture limits long-term investment; it is unclear how long companies
will even exist. Large companies are focused regionally on San Francisco (ZER01 is an exception) and increasingly big
company philanthropy is going international.
Public Sector: Is there political will to make aesthetics a priority? San Jose doesn’t have a “Chief Urban Designer” whose job is
to lead the city’s commitment to design. The public sector can change the culture of San Jose by making investment (broadly
defined) easy; eliminating regulations, policy restrictions and red tape; and providing the leadership required to make art, good
design and nature available to every citizen every day. The nature of government needs to be more inclusive (engaging citizens
in zoning decisions and design) and experimental (e.g. signs).
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Land Use Patterns: Downtown San Jose doesn't feel like the 10th largest city because its geographic distribution is very spread
out and there is no central destination. It lacks a street level retail experience for pedestrians, thereby eliminating incentives
to walk or use public transportation. Redevelopment discussions are conducted in isolation and made on a block-by-block
basis rather than with the whole city or center city vitality in mind. As such, there are pockets of activity that don’t converge.
Zoning changes need to be made to promote a connected, walkable downtown core.
Local Culture: San Jose has predominantly a commercial and suburban culture with a deep-rooted philosophy of economics
and function over aesthetics and collaboration. The top-down hierarchical approach makes goal of beauty tough to achieve
because the process is what creates the goal. An organic approach is needed, but San Jose is too expensive for grass roots
organizations to take root. The student population has not been engaged and the local audience is not in touch with oﬀerings.
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What are the things that demonstrate progress toward this ambition that we can build on?
Public and Non-Profit Sectors: Nearly every participant group pointed to cross-sector collaboration at the city level between
the City, 1stACT, the Arts Commission and the Oﬃce of Cultural Aﬀairs as being an asset that moves diﬀerent groups in similar
directions toward innovation. Also cited was a city program to help artists become more business savvy.
Public art, public sector development and other city investments help spur additional economic development (e.g. 2040 plan,
ZER01, San Jose State library). Local arts organizations and the local hockey team were also named as assets.
Private Sector: The Silicon Valley brand is a powerful brand that can be leveraged. The most creative software companies are
based in San Jose and represent an untapped resource; they haven’t yet realized the value of beauty or engaged in supporting
public initiatives outside of their respective campuses.
Natural Environment: Every table cited the clean natural environment as chief among San Jose’s assets. Examples included:
climate and weather, proximity of mountains, Guadalupe Run Park and Garden (green open space), outdoor living/cafe
culture, creeks, hills, trails system and parks.
Built Environment: San Jose has a youthfulness about its built environment; there is no embedded old guard or buildings that
can’t be touched. This enables risk-taking. Existing architecturally significant buildings are relatively recent, including the
MLK Library connection between the state and city. Specific examples of assets in the built environment included: the SOFA
District, Alviso, the North 1st land plan, Santana Row and the downtown infrastructure. Flexibility that allows for
architectural diversity should be extended to opportunities that enhance the ‘spacial experience.’
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Cultural Expressions: San Jose boasts bold public art program with strategic investments (e.g. airport, ZER01), festivals and
events (e.g. Cinequest, jazz fest, ZER01) and museums. The public sentiment tends to agree that cultural investments are part
of creating a great city.
People: San Jose citizens were described as: creative, diverse, happy, interested in public discussions, willing to have
conversations and exchange information, talented, freethinking, educated, appreciative of diﬀerent cultures (open) and
respectful.
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What are the three most important actions we
need to take as a community?
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1. The public sector should set the priority that the arts make a difference. This will create the financial and policy
supports, as well as the public/private partnerships required to accomplish civic beautification projects. An artist-inresidence at City Hall would go a long way in showing how the City values the arts and recognizes it as an important
industry in San Jose. From there, the City can create compelling arguments for companies that focus on distinctiveness
and “great place” creation as integral to employee retention. Goals should include making “art” an essential partner to
technology through a joint forum that brokers connections and motivates Silicon Valley companies and foundations to give
more locally (increase from 10% to 20% or even 50%).
2. San Jose needs a set of BOLD goals as well as political will and empowered networks to connect to them. Develop
the leadership that will set the community values and guiding principles that drive short- and long-term decisions related
to aesthetics and design. An open discourse about beauty (what it is, why it's important) should create the basis for these
values over the long term and establish how/why we are and what we want to be. A vibrant artistic culture is not just about
art; it’s both top down and bottom up and includes multi-layered experiences that occur on a regular basis. Engaging more
people who are not part of the establishment could tell a new story about the future of San Jose as the vanguard of US
cities. This includes younger San Jose residents. Make them disciples/evangelists. Encourage creative ideas and proposals
from young and emerging artists through scholarships, grants and competitions. Leverage social media and other tools to
get the word out.
3. Integrate acts of culture inside and outside in a coordinated way at community gathering spaces to bring beauty
into everyday experiences. This creates multiple points of access and leverages existing space downtown. Focus on the
SOFA District (retail, food, art) and more mixed-use zoning that promotes walkability and activates downtown with people
(people enhance the downtown experience). Use design review processes to promote good design and perhaps create a
design award for San Jose. San Jose has the best weather in the world, so why not the best parks system in the world?
Radically rethink the definition/management and value of parks as an urban amenity. Both Guadalupe Park and the
wetlands were identified as opportunity areas.
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Ideas
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Score

Attract creative enterprise to the Sofa District by making continued investment
Raise the bar on internal city processes
• Reinstate design review
• Celebrate creative thinkers/ideas
• Set and adhere to bold goals
Nurture pipeline of young/emerging artists and designers (ex. Artist in residence in City Hall)
Radically rethink public parks/public spaces/public center. Change the vision and the rules. The best weather in the
world should equate to best outdoor spaces in the world.
San Jose ReImagined – A master vision for San Jose
Create a forum for tech businesses to share and connect with each other
Create a forum for public discourse (ex. SPUR)
Tell a new story to and with a new audience through new methods
Promote and encourage mixed-use zoning
Create and encourage an artist residence program for art + tech/social practice artists
Cultivate a vibrant artistic culture, both top down and bottom up
Educate large companies on where dollars go. Increase local corporate foundation giving from 10% to 50%. Make
strategic giving local.
Integrate 'acts of culture' inside and outside in a coordinated way at community gathering spaces and points of access.
Engage city oﬃcials in more strategic conversations with the private sector more frequently (e.g. Mayor and city
council working groups).
Leverage partial blind donations/investments as platforms to invest in education, housing connecting technology and
arts.
Leverage bold goals of the 2040 Cultural Plan to create leadership constituency.
Develop audience paths to San Jose both locally and regionally.
Nurture acceptance and support for arts.
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San Jose Brain Trust Participants:
Kerry Adams-Hapner, Deputy Director, City of San Jose
Tamara Alvarado, Director of Multicultural Leadership, 1stACT Silicon Valley
Aarti Awasthi, ZER01 Board Member,
Andrew Bales, President, Symphony Silicon Valley
Ute Meta Bauer, Director, Visual Arts Program, Massachusets Institute of Technology
Chris Block, CEO, American Leadership Forum - Silicon Valley
Patricia Borba McDonald, Arts Commissioner, City of San Jose
Angel Borrego Cubero, Architect, Master Planner, Open Source Space
Franklin Boyd, ZER01 Board Member, Boyd Level NYC
Rich Braugh, Senior Vice President, UBS Investments
Lee Butler, Development Project Manager, City of San Jose
Catherine Clark, ZER01 Board Member, Catherine Clark Gallery
Carol Coletta, President & CEO, CEOs for Cities
Mairtini Dhomhnaill, Senior VP, National Business Outsourcing, Accenture
Steve Dietz, Curator, New Media, Y Productions
Chris Esparza, Chief Executive Director, Giant Creative Services
Dan Fenton, ZER01 Board Member, Team San Jose
Debtra Figone, City Manager, City of San Jose
Barbara Goldstein, Public Art Director, City of San Jose
Anjee Helstrup-Alvarez, Executive Director, MACLA
Erika Justis, Director of Creative Place, 1stACT Silicon Valley
Roy Hirabayashi, Executive Director, San Jose Taiko
Mona El Khafif, Director, CCA ARBANlab
Julia Klaiber, Director of External Aﬀairs, CEOs for Cities
Judith Kleinberg, Program Director, John S. & James L. Knight Foundation
Scott Knies, Executive Director, San Jose Downtown Association
Gordon Knox, Director, ASU Art Museum
Susan Krane, Director, San Jose Museum of Art
Paul Krutko, Chief Development Oﬃcer, City of San Jose
Sam Liccardo, Councilmember, City of San Jose
James MacGregor, Publisher, SV/SJ Business Journal
Michelle Mann, Director, Corporate Responsibility, Adobe Foundation

Connie Martinez, Managing Director & CEO, 1stACT Silicon Valley
John McGuirk, Director of Performing Arts Programs, Hewlett Foundation
Laura Meyer, Vice President, Business Development, Kallik, Ltd
Sarah Moore, , 1stACT Silicon Valley
Joshua Russell, Director of Communications and Emerging Initiatives, 1stACT Silicon
Valley
Kathleen Powell, Co-Founder & President, Cinequest
Laurel Prevetti, Assistant Director, Planning, Building, and Code Enforcement, City of
San Jose
Dennis Scholl, Vice President, Arts, John S. & James L. Knight Foundation
Chris Shrum, PhD Candidate, Cultural Capital
Joel Slayton, Executive Director, ZER01
Bill Souders, NOTE: Bill is sending an alternate, Cisco
James Tichenor, Creative Director, Rockwell Group
Karl Toepfer, Dean, College of Arts and Humanities, SJSU
Camille Utterback, ZER01 Board Member, MacArthur Fellow
Kim Vu, , Techcu
Kim Walesh, Chief Strategist, City of San Jose
Mark Walker, Managing Director, Global Community Aﬀairs, Applied Materials
Patricia Walsh, Arts Program Coordinator, City of San Jose Oﬃce of Cultural Aﬀairs
Joshua Walton, Creative Director, Rockwell Group
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Are you with

?
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